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Territory: Reiseck Group 
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Location and description of the hunting ground:
The hunting ground is located in the Austrian 
province of Carinthia in the Reiseck Group. The 
distance from Klagenfurt is about 1.5 hours by car. 
The hunting ground has an area of approx. 2,000 ha 
and lies at an altitude of 1,200 to 2,500 metres in the 
middle of the Reiseck group in the Mölltal valley. The 
vegetation consists mainly of spruce, larch and fir trees.  
 

Above the tree line, steep mountain pastures  
mountain pastures with mountain pine fields 
and limestone rock form the typical high alpine 
mountains. The main game species there is 
chamois. Strong chamois reach trophy sizes of 
over 105 CIC points here. In addition to chamois, 
there are also red deer, roe deer and wild boar as 
well as marmots, capercaillie and black grouse

Arrangement for a chamois hunt with customised billing:
 3 hunting days - 1:1 stalking guide - all transport in the hunting ground - drinks during the hunt  

per hunter for the price of          €    990,00

+ handling fees           €     195,00

             €  1.185,00

Accommodation options:

4 nights in a 4 star hotel incl. breakfast approx. € 140- per day     €     560,00

4 nights in a 5 star hotel with full board approx. € 280,- per day      €  1.120,00

Shootings according to price list 2024



 Shooting fees chamois & marmot:
 Chamois up to 80.00 CIC points    €  2.100,00

 80.10 to 84.99 CIC points    €  2.700,00

 85.00 to 89.99 CIC points      €  3.050,00

 90.00 to 94.99 CIC points     €  3.500,00

 from 95.00 CIC points     €  3.700,00

 + € 180.00 for each additional point or part thereof over 95.00 CIC

 Marmot      €   450,00

     Wounded is considered killed!

Accommodation 
Accommodation is available in traditional 
and well-equipped mountain huts or 3-5 star 
hotels. The infrastructure is very well developed 
and there are many opportunities to set up.  

 
This means you can always vary between 
stalking and hide hunting. You should usually 
plan 3 hunting days for a successful hunt..

Nebenkosten:
• Hunting licence           €  150,00

• Additional hunting day         €  330,00

• Boiling of the trophy, per trophy        €     80,00

• Journeys outside the district, per km       €       1,50

• Trophy shipping

• Travelling to Austria

• Hotel costs outside the hunt, personal expenses & tips

• VAT
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